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Outside the Ye family! 

Sheng Jiahui has quietly lurked with the Sheng family! 

Bai Qian, Devil Mountain Ghost and the others are all here too! 

Now they are waiting for David to send a message and then launch an attack! 

As long as the Ye family is in chaos, David will have a chance to rescue 
Sheng Bushi from the Ye family! 

But after waiting for a whole day, David and Sheng Tiantai did not send any 
messages, and they could not be seen coming out! 

“Uncle Long, do you think my second uncle will betray Mr. Chen?” 

Sheng Jiahui was very worried about David! 

After all, Sheng Tiantai wants to join the Demon Sealing Alliance. If this guy 
really betrays David, then David will be in danger! 

“Probably not. He was manipulated by Mr. Chen. Doesn’t he want to die?” 

Long Bo actually had no clue in his heart. He couldn’t see through this Sheng 
Tiantai! 

Ji Yun and Bai Qian on the side were also a little anxious at the moment! 

It’s been a day and there’s been no movement. This is a little abnormal! 

“Mr. Chen is fine. Although there has been no movement all day, there is no 
smell of fighting in the Ye family. Even if the Ye family finds out Mr. Chen’s 
identity, it is impossible for Mr. Chen to be captured without hesitation.” 



Demon Mountain Ghost Old Man saw Ji Yun and the others were very worried 
. I was worried, so I advised him! 

“Then just wait. If there is no news tomorrow morning, then we have to rush 
in.” 

Bai Qian said worriedly! 

At this moment, Bai Qian no longer regards David as a trading partner! 

In every marriage with David, Bai Qian is invested emotionally and physically 
and mentally. It is no longer like the beginning, just to merge the blood! 

It’s just that David doesn’t know that Bai Qian has feelings for him! 

Time passes by minute by minute! 

The formations that David and the others cracked are also slowly 
disappearing! 

In fact, it was only David himself who was deciphering the formation, and 
Sheng Bushi and Sheng Tiantai were just watching! 

After a day and a night, the formation was finally broken! 

Breaking in the formationAt the moment of elimination, the entire Ye family 
was directly enveloped by a mysterious aura! 

Immediately afterwards, the water in the holy pool began to boil, and bubbles 
appeared one after another! 

The color has also changed from dark green to clear, but in the clear holy 
pool, you can’t see anything underwater, as if something is blocking your 
sight! 

Everyone in the Ye family also felt something strange and rushed out of the 
room one after another! 

Ye Liancheng looked in the direction of the holy pool, his face filled with 
excitement! 

“Hahaha, it’s broken, the formation is broken…” 



Ye Liancheng laughed, jumped up and disappeared instantly! 

When Ye Liancheng appeared in the holy pool and saw the changes in the 
holy pool, he was so excited that he almost jumped up! 

“Master Ye, the formation has been broken…” 

Sheng Tiantai stepped forward and said to Ye Liancheng! 

“Okay, okay, as expected of the Sheng family, the most proficient family in the 
entire southern region.” 

“It’s so unexpected that the formation was broken in such a short time!” 

Ye Liancheng praised Sheng Tiantai. ! 

“Master Ye, the formation has been broken. Do you think you can let my 
eldest brother and nephew go back to the Sheng family?” 

Sheng Tiantai asked impatiently! 

As long as Sheng Bushi and Sheng Jiayue return to the Sheng family, he will 
be considered safe. Otherwise, there will always be toxins in his body, and it 
might break out at any time. Sheng Tiantai is always flustered! 

“Second Master Sheng, don’t be anxious. I have already said that as long as 
the formation is broken, not only will they be let back, but they will also be 
given generous gifts to your Sheng family.” 

Ye Liancheng persuaded Sheng Tiantai not to be anxious, and then said to 
the elder of the Ye family, ” Great Elder, go and invite the young master, hurry 
up…” 

The Great Elder nodded, turned and left! 

After a while, the great elder brought a person, but the person was wrapped in 
a black bag, and his appearance could not be seen clearly! 

“Feng’er, the formation of the holy pool has been broken. You can soak in the 
holy pool as you like. When the time comes, your blood will be reshaped, and 
you no longer have to live in darkness.” 

Ye Liancheng was very excited. Said! 
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“Father, I will definitely persist. If I can succeed in training, I will make our Ye 
family the most powerful family in the entire Southern Territory.” 

Ye Feng’s body trembled slightly and he said excitedly! 

It can be seen that he has been waiting for this day for a long time! 

“Okay, father believes in you, go quickly…” 

Ye Liancheng nodded and said! I 

saw Ye Feng wearing a black bag and jumped directly into the holy pool! 

The tumbling holy pool slowly became calm, and soon the black bag floated 
on the water, and Ye Feng’s body disappeared! 

Seeing this scene, Ye Liancheng smiled. 

“The great elder shall guard the holy pool. No one is allowed to enter the holy 
pool before the young master comes out of the water. Otherwise, he will be 
killed without mercy…” 

Ye Liancheng ordered the great elder! 

“Yes!” The great elder nodded! 

“Master Ye, look at us…” 

Seeing that Ye Liancheng had finished dealing with it, Sheng Tiantai planned 
to ask Sheng Bushi about his departure! 

“Second Master Sheng, let’s talk in the hall. This is not the place to talk.” 

Ye Liancheng led Sheng Tiantai and David towards the hall! 

Sheng Bushi was also following behind, and no one was controlling him, but 
Sheng Bushi had no intention of escaping, because he knew that there was 
no way he could escape from the Ye family! 



After arriving at the hall, Sheng Tiantai couldn’t wait to say, “Master Ye, do 
you think I can go back with my eldest brother and nephew now?” 

Ye Liancheng did not speak, but someone quickly escorted Sheng Jiayue up! 

When Sheng Jiayue saw Sheng Bushi, he immediately asked with concern, 
“Dad, are you okay?” 

“I’m okay…” 

Sheng Bushi saw Sheng Jiayue, and his eyes were full of concern! 

After all, he is his son, and Sheng Bushi doesn’t want to see Sheng Jiayue 
suffer! 

At this time, Sheng Jiayue saw Sheng Tiantai and David who had transformed 
into the second elder, and his eyes were filled with anger.She scolded, 
“Sheng Tiantai, you traitor to the Sheng family, the ancestors of the Sheng 
family will never let you go…” 

Sheng Tiantai was not angry, and did not even look at Sheng Jiayue! 

“Second Master Sheng, aren’t you angry at all when you are insulted like 
this?” 

Ye Liancheng looked at Sheng Tiantai playfully and asked! 

“Don’t be angry. They are all children. As an elder, don’t be angry with them.” 
“ 

Master Ye, I will take him back. When he gets to the Sheng family, I will 
educate him well.” 

Sheng Tiantai said with a smile on his face. Sheng Jiayue’s scolding was 
indeed lifeless! 

“Second Master Sheng, your foundation in the Sheng family is not yet stable. 
If you put your eldest brother and your nephew back, they will definitely not 
listen to you. Then won’t the Sheng family be in chaos again?” 

Ye Liancheng asked! 



When Sheng Tiantai heard this, he had a bad premonition in his heart, so he 
said, “Master Ye, the entire Sheng family is now under my control. They can’t 
make waves.” “ 

Second Master Sheng, I see your eldest brother and your nephew , I’d better 
help you look after them for a while, and then let them go back when you are 
stable in the Sheng family.” 

Ye Liancheng said! 

Sheng Tiantai was stunned, then frowned slightly and said, “Master Ye, you 
promised me that after breaking the formation, you would let me take my 
eldest brother and nephew back.” “ 

But I don’t want to let them go now, so what’s the matter? How about that?” 

“I advise you to go back to the Sheng family as soon as possible and serve 
the Demon Sealing Alliance. Don’t worry about your eldest brother and your 
nephew.” 

Ye Liancheng actually cheated! 

Sheng Tiantai was angry and waited for Ye Liancheng to say, “Ye Liancheng, 
what do you mean? Are you adding insult to injury?” “ 

I don’t mean anything. I just want your Sheng family to serve the Demon 
Sealing Alliance well, and you will benefit from it.” 

” But if you dare to betray the Demon-Sealing Alliance, then there will be no 
need for your Sheng family to exist!” 

Ye Liancheng’s face turned grim, and he actually turned against him! 
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Ye Liancheng turned against him so quickly that even Sheng Tiantai was a 
little surprised! 

The reason why Ye Liancheng keeps asking the Sheng family to join the 
Demon-Sealing Alliance is just to let the Sheng family help break the 
formation of the holy pool! 



Now that the formation is broken, there is no point for the Sheng family to use 
it! 

So Ye Liancheng no longer has to pretend! 

As far as the strength of the Sheng family is concerned, there is no way they 
can compete with the Ye family! 

And now that the Sheng family has joined the Demon-Sealing Alliance and 
handed over the magic secrets, Ye Liancheng is not afraid of them going back 
on their word! 

“You…you…” 

Sheng Tiantai was shaking with anger, and his eyes were full of disbelief as 
he said, “Ye Liancheng, don’t push people too hard. Our Sheng family can 
completely regret it and not join the Demon Sealing Alliance. “ 

Do you dare?” Ye Liancheng smiled coldly, “I have your Sheng family’s magic 
secrets in my hands, and I even know the location of the Sheng family’s 
shelter. If you dare to go back on your word, you won’t do it again tomorrow.” 
There is a Sheng family.” 

“I hope you won’t be impulsive, go back and manage the Sheng family well, 
and serve the Demon Sealing Alliance. Don’t let me down when I need you.” 

Sheng Tiantai gritted his teeth and glared at Ye Liancheng, But there is 
nothing we can do! 

If there was a fight, there was no way he could beat Ye Liancheng! 

“I know…” 

Sheng Tiantai sighed helplessly, then turned around and walked out! 

He was afraid that if the stalemate continued, Ye Liancheng would suddenly 
detain them, which would cause trouble! 

David walked out immediately behind Sheng Tiantai, but on the way out, he 
made eye contact with Sheng Bushi! 

After walking out of Ye’s house, Sheng Tiantai yelled “Ah…” 



He didn’t expect that he tried his best to join the Demon Sealing Alliance and 
wanted to lead the Sheng family to a prosperous future, but in the end he got 
such humiliation! 

“Before you have no strength, you want to climb higher on the shoulders of 
others. Do you think it is possible?” 

“The Ye family is just using you. Now that they have finished using you, they 
can eat you at any time.” 

David looked at the furious Sheng Tiantai and said calmly! 

Sheng Tiantai looked embarrassed and said nothing! 

Now he finally knows how stupid he is for still wanting to rely on the power of 
the Demon Sealing Alliance to make the Sheng family prosperous! 

Just when David and Sheng Tiantai walked out of Yecheng, they saw Sheng 
Jiahui leading people, preparing to rush into Yecheng! 

It’s been such a long time and I haven’t seen them come out yet, so I’m all 
anxious! 

“Mr. Chen, you have finally come out. We are planning to rush in to rescue 
people.” 

Sheng Jiahui said happily when she saw David come out! 

“David, how are you? Have you seen Master Sheng?” 

Bai Qian stepped forward and asked! 

“See you!” David nodded! 

“Mr. Chen, is my dad okay? Where is my brother?” 

Sheng Jiahui asked anxiously after hearing this! 

“Everything is fine, but Ye Liancheng doesn’t intend to let Master Sheng go. It 
seems we have no choice but to attack by force.” 

David said helplessly! 



If Sheng Bushi and Sheng Jiayue can be taken out of the Ye family first, there 
will be no problem! 

If they attack by force now, while Sheng Bushi and his son are still in the 
opponent’s hands, they will definitely be restrained. 

But the look David gave Sheng Bushi when he left, he hoped Sheng Bushi 
could understand what it meant! 

The Sheng family itself is weak, even if David and others are added, there is 
no absolute certainty! 

If the other party is threatening Sheng Bushi, it will be very troublesome! 

“Mr. Chen, please speak. We in the Sheng family are ready to fight to the 
death.” 

“If we can’t save the family leader, there is no point in us Sheng family living!” 

“We are not afraid of death. We will fight with the Ye family! “ 

Long Bo said with a murderous look! 

“Fight, fight…” 

Everyone in the Sheng family raised their arms. Although they were not as 
powerful as the Ye family, no one from the Ye family backed down! 
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David felt deeply when he saw the Sheng family’s high fighting spirit! 

This proves that Sheng Bushi is very popular in the Sheng family! 

“Although you have high fighting spirit, you don’t even have a treasure. How 
can you fight with your fists?” 

Bai Qian looked at the Sheng family members and asked! 

The Sheng family all practices magic and talismans, so few people have 
treasures or magic weapons in their hands! 



But this time, they are the attacking side, and using formation talismans is not 
very suitable! 

“Even with a pair of fists, we will fight to the death with the Ye family.” 

Long Bo said with clenched fists! 

“I still have some magical weapons here. You guys should choose some for 
yourself!” 

David said, taking out a large number of magical weapons directly from the 
storage ring! 

Many of these were obtained from the battlefield of gods and demons. 

Looking at the magical weapons, everyone in the Sheng family was stunned! 

“Mr. Chen, you actually have so many treasures on your body. These are all 
priceless!” 

Sheng Jiahui looked at those magical weapons and said with great envy! 

“Although these magical weapons are good, they are of no use in my hands. 
You should choose for yourself!” 

David smiled slightly! 

Soon, everyone in the Sheng family began to choose! 

David watched from the side. He had the dragon-slaying sword, dragon-
marked bell, and magic whip in his hand. They were all very powerful 
weapons, so David didn’t need other magical weapons! 

Moreover, these magical weapons have experienced thousands of years of 
erosion by the sun and the moon, and have long lost their initial power! 

But even so, if the Sheng family has this magical weapon in their hands, it will 
increase their strength a lot! 

Everyone in the Sheng family has chosen someone who can take advantage 
of them! 

David took out some more pills, which can save lives at critical moments! 



After all, David can’t be able to treat the injured Sheng family anytime and 
anywhere! 

Let these people prepare some pillsMedicine is good too! 

Everything is ready, and everyone in the Sheng family is more confident! 

“Today we are going to fight to the death with the Ye family. Even if we die, 

we have to hold on to our backs.” “We will never live in this world without 
saving the head of the family. We will fight hard.” 

“Even if we self-destruct in the end and cannot be reincarnated forever, we 
will never Compromise.” 

The Sheng family roared. 

“David, I… I also want to help the Sheng family. Can you undo the poison in 
my body?” 

Sheng Tiantai seemed to be infected by everyone in the Sheng family, and 
asked David excitedly! 

“Mr. Chen, you must not, you must not detoxify.” 

Sheng Jiahui now doesn’t believe her second uncle at all! 

“Mr. Chen, this Sheng Tiantai has betrayed his faith and betrayed his 
ancestors. You can’t believe his words.” 

Long Bo also stopped David! 

There is poison in Sheng Tiantai’s body now, and he doesn’t dare to act 
rashly. If the poison is detoxified for him, who knows what will happen! 

Sheng Tiantai’s face was red with embarrassment, but he looked at David 
firmly, “I will never do anything to disgrace the Sheng family. Now that the Ye 
family dares to trick me, I will fight with them!” 

“Believe me, I will never betray. From my own family…” 

David looked at Sheng Tiantai and casually took out a pill and handed it over. 
“This is an antidote. If you take it, it will automatically detoxify 



you.” “No one will control you in the future. You can take care of yourself. 
Well…” 

Sheng Tiantai swallowed the detoxification pill in one gulp, and said with 
anger in his eyes, “I will go to Ye’s house now to fight and treat me like a dog. 
I will never be able to swallow that breath.” 

After Sheng Tiantai said that, he took the lead in facing Ye Rush home! 

When David and the others saw this, they rushed towards the Ye family! 

In this battle, David knew that many people would die! 

However, there is no timidity or cowardice at all on the faces of those Sheng 
family members! 

Even if they face a powerful family like the Ye family, the Sheng family will 
never back down! 
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Dozens of figures were heading towards the Ye family! 

The Ye family also noticed that someone was intruding, and rushed out one 
after another, holding various magic weapons to greet him! 

David was wearing a golden body, and the dragon-slaying sword in his hand 
was emitting bursts of golden light! 

And from behind David, dragon roars sounded from time to time! 

Seeing the Ye family members rushing out to stop him, David slashed out with 
his sword! 

Everyone else also fired out their spiritual power one after another, blasting 
towards the Ye family! 

Swish, swish, swish… Chen 

Ping’s dragon-slaying sword slashed out several swords in a row! 



The sword energy turned into roaring golden dragons and rushed towards the 
crowd of the Ye family! 

David was desperate. He knew that by taking the initiative immediately, the 
Sheng family might still have a chance of winning! 

Many people in the Ye family had no time to react, and were all killed on the 
spot by David’s sword energy! 

Seeing how brave David was, the others showed no sign of weakness! 

Especially Bai Qian, Devil Mountain Ghost Lao, Luo Shouhai and others, 
these people are all great monks in the seventh and eighth levels of the 
Tribulation Realm. It is easy to kill ordinary disciples of the Ye family! 

And Sheng Tiantai, as if to forgive his sin, held a snake-shaped sword in his 
hand and slashed at the Ye family! 

It’s as if it was made for the Sheng family! 

Because David and others suddenly attacked, the Ye family was unprepared, 
and more than ten people died in the first wave of attacks! 

However, the Ye family is also powerful. The eldest elder of the Ye family 
hurried over with his people and then joined the battle group! 

There are many people in the Ye family, and they are fighting in the Ye family. 
The Ye family has a lot of initiative this time! 

With the addition of the eldest elder of the Ye family, David and the others 
gradually lost their advantage! 

“Mr. Chen, we will fight with the Ye family, you should save my father first!” 

Sheng Jiahui said to David! 

“Yes, go save my elder brother first…” Sheng Tiantai also said to David! 

David nodded and then went straight to the Ye family’s backyard! 

Bai Qian and Moshan Guilao saw this and hurriedly followed them.I’m afraid 
that David will fall into trouble in the Ye family! 



After all, Ye Liancheng has cooperated with the Demon Sealing Alliance for 
many years, and his strength has reached the ninth level of the Tribulation 
Realm! 

This is not something David can handle! 

Sheng Jiahui and Long Bo were desperately fighting with the Ye family. They 
wanted to hold these people back and give David a chance to save Sheng 
Bushi! 

Sheng Tiantai also tried his best to vent his anger on those Ye family 
members! 

Originally, he planned to join the Demon Sealing Alliance so that the Sheng 
family could prosper, but now the Ye family has never looked at them at all! 

They are just using them to prosper the family. After using them, they can be 
used like dogs! 

“David, do you know where the leader of the Sheng family is?” 

Bai Qian asked David! 

“If Master Sheng understands what I mean, I will know where he is…” 

David sent out a spiritual consciousness and headed towards the Ye family’s 
backyard to investigate! 

David’s wink at that time was just to let Sheng Bushi secretly set up a tiny 
spirit gathering array where he was imprisoned! 

In this way, it is not easy for others to notice, but David can use his spiritual 
sense to detect where Sheng Bushi is being held based on the gathering of 
spiritual energy! 

But as soon as David’s consciousness dispersed, his expression changed 
instantly! 

Because he felt that there were three terrifying auras coming quickly from the 
Ye family’s backyard! 

As the void trembled, three figures appeared in front of David and the others! 



The three of them were all covered in black robes, and it was obvious that 
they were demon cultivators! 

The Ye family is the branch of the Demon Sealing Alliance, so it’s not 
surprising that there are demon cultivators here! 

After all, the Demon Sealing Alliance has always been secretly linked to the 
demon cultivators! 

The three demon cultivators exude a dangerous aura! 

“Mr. Chen, these three people are from the Yanmo lineage, and I am familiar 
with their auras!” 

At this time, Zhe Yan said in his mind! 

After hearing this, David couldn’t help but frown. He didn’t expect that the 
Flame Demon lineage would also appear in the Southern Territory! 

At that time, he was a demon cultivator from the Balrog lineage that he 
encountered in the far north! 

 

 


